
Dear Emmett, 

39 Causewayside 
Cambria e 

22 February 1960 

Many thanks for your post card and letter - the latter 
just arrived this morning. Also for the four copies of MT II; 
don't forget about the financial side. I hope in due course to 
be able to afford to pay for them; at the moment I'm changing 
the car, and funds are short. (Not a new one, but a more up-to
date and smaller one of the same make ) 

Rev. Lejeune; sorry I hadn't realised it was unreferenced: 
JHS 79 (1959) 189-191. Of course you cah put Tiger Tim's Annual 
into Nestor if you like; but it causes trouble when we copy 
your list for Studies. Richardson is not very adept at sorting 
things out; but he serves to keep the peace between LRP and me. 

I will return Levin by sea and give you time to cool off a 
bit more. (I hope the Institute pay your postages; mine come 
out of' my own pocket). I sympathise. I can't think of a join 
which measures up to his requirements - and of course we have 
never worked that way round.. A pity Ca895 had the horse's hesd; 
if' it had had only i-go, he might have bought it. 

AJB is now engaged with Palmer. LRP reviewed Decipherment 
in Oxford Magazine (I haven't read it yet, but hear it was 
grudging praise); he aid however point to his interpretation 
of Ta709 as confirmed by the new bit with e-ka-ra. AJB wrote 
a letter tearing his interpretation of the tablet to pieces, 
and LRP has now replied that he will not weary of wrestling for 
AJB's soul. He's welcome to try; I dmd my best. 

Many thanks for the 316 photos, which hAven't come yet. 
My plans are still sketchy, and I've too much else on hand at 
the moment. Frenkian has been pestering me for a contribution 
to some Rumanian Festschrift, so I eventually wrote B short 
note o~ Etymology and Context in Mycenaean Interpretations -
a discussion of the wrinciples, and an oblioue reply to some 
of Palmer's criticisms. I didn't like to say openly that he 
relies entirely on the method he criticises when he comes to 
wa-na-so-i. 

Michael never published anything on SM II in JHS. I 
don't know if' he drafted it. I have a uuty to perf'orm for 
Betty, to go up and go th~~ugh all his p8pers, and sort out 
what is olff historical interest for preservation in the BM. 
But somehow, we never seem to fix on a date that suits us 
both. I'll try and do it next month, and keep an eye open for 
that. It would be ·.rneful to make a list of' exactly what there is. 

Sterling Dow wrote recently and said he had written this 
monograph, and that he was coming to Eng .Land in the summer. 
By the way, 1 hear he has been asked to write a section on 
t.he decipherment :for the revised C.P...H.: an odd choice, I 
thought. I h2ve been asked to do a short section on the Greek 
dialects down to the time of' the Dorian invasions; this will 
be a bit tricky trying to give fair weight to both the traditional 
view and Risch's theory. 



Many thanks for your elucidation of Ab745; or st least your 
ipsedixit, which I may or may not accept when next I see the 
brute. It is rather interesting for the usage of the dual; 
just ooLevin has noticed with the KN Sd tablets, the scribe 
is not always sure what the number is going to be when he 
starts the text. I'm not vitally concerned with this text 
at the moment, but am still collecting materials for the 
apparatus cri ticus. 

StwPress News: stand by for a Greek edition of Decipher
ment or Apokryptogravhesis. Hopelessly uneconomic from our 
point of view, but Im very glad to get it done in order to 
spread the gospel in an ignorant land. ZHTO TSANDOUIK. Have 
you seen the Nachtrag of the German edition? Don't worI .. Y 
i:f you haven~, since it is slightly enlarged in the new 
English and American editions. 

Sorry, I don't have V.Burr; only a review o:f same. 
As German, this falls within LRP's province, and I haven't 
reed it. Still struggling with Murakawa. 

Yours, 

+-First fold here~ 
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